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Why This Talk and Why Now?





2. Disinterested Fact Checking



3. Employing Narrative Techniques 
Across Various Formats





What Is Research and Why Does It Matter?

Research is a philosophy

Research is about performing due diligence

Research turns opinion into reporting





Creating the Conditions for a Strong Interview

1. Preparation
2. Timing
3. Negotiate limits
4. Sense of the story 
5. The right setting 
6. Understand who you are interviewing and why
7. Understand who you are as a writer and interviewer



The Character of the Questions 

Pitch
Pace

Silence
Follow Up Questions

Your Question Pattern
Excuse Me?!?
Why and How
Paraphrasing



Major considerations in interviewing

A. Ethical and emotional landscape of the interview
B. Comfort level
C. Get a sense of your subject
D. Trust your gut
E. Observe everything, dress, manner, tone, smell, skin colour, noise
F. Taping vs. note-taking
G. Requests for questions in advance





2. Disinterested Fact Checking







The Three Essential Stages of Fact Checking 

Verification
Investigation

Documentation



The Three Roles in the Fact Checking Process

Writer
Fact Checker

Editor









General Guidelines
and Ethical Considerations



3. Employing Narrative Techniques 
Across Various Formats



Presentation Title



What is Narrative?

Narrative non-fiction is simple in theory. By using a novelist’s 
technique and a reporter’s research skills and doggedness, a 
great piece of narrative non-fiction creates for the reader a 
more penetrating view of reality

Narrative non-fiction has strong roots in western literary 
tradition, but it also has an immediacy and a power for telling 
today’s stories

















The Technical Elements of Narrative non-fiction

1. A dramatic arc (ordering of elements, withholding of information, elevation of 
mystery, proper use of section breaks).
2. Set or create a mood, usually through intense observation of the surrounding physical environment.

3. Deep characterization, through observation and interpretation.

4. Create new and vibrant structures that fit the subject matter.

5. Create a sense of tension, foreboding, mystery. 
6. Psychological and emotional investigation. 

7. Allow for more stylistic language…up to a point.  

8. Allow the author to be visible…up to a point.

9. Use dialogue liberally but organically. (Don’t get hung up on verbatim accuracy, but on the truth and meaning of what people are telling you.)

10. Write in scenes.
11. Create swift transitional section endings that add to the drama or heighten tension.

12. Provide the reader with 2+2 and let them add it up to 4. Do NOT explain! Trust your reader.

13. Allow for metaphor and symbol and even allegory to deepen the piece.

14. Ask yourself, What is inherently dramatic about this subject matter? (But what is drama?) 
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Great 
stories your 
reader can  

trust

Research

Fact 
checking 

Narrative
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